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July 20, 2022
Boise County Commissioners
c/o Alex Gross
Boise County Planning & Zoning Administrator
413 Main St.
PO Box 1300
Idaho City, Idaho 83631
Sent via email - Alex Gross agross@co.boise.id.us
Re: Crowfoot Range, Inc. CUP #21-007 - Appeal
Commissioners,
This letter is provided on behalf of the applicant Crowfoot Range, Inc. (“Crowfoot” or
“Applicant”) in response to the appeal filed by certain unidentified “Homeowners of Boise
County” (the “Appellant”) of the approval of the conditional use permit in Boise County
application number CUP21-007 (the “Application”) to operate an outdoor shooting range on
Parcel #RP06N02E303050 (the “Subject Property” or “Property”).
The Boise County Planning and Zoning Commission (“P&Z Commission”) approved the
Application with 36 conditions of approval. These conditions of approval all address the concerns
raised by the Appellant and demonstrate the P&Z Commission considered all the relevant facts
and legal requirements and came to a reasoned decision that should be affirmed. The P&Z
Commission correctly determined that the Application met the requirements in the Boise County
Avimor Development Ordinance 2021-02 (the “ADO”) for a conditional use permit. Applicant
requests the Boise County Commissioners (“Commissioners”) affirm the P&Z Commission’s
approval of the Application. As noted in the extensive Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law,
Conditions of Approval, and Order issued by the P&Z Commission on April 21, 2022, the evidence
in the record is extensive, consists of 4 public hearings and meetings where evidence was
gathered, and included 137 exhibits. Many of the exhibits were letters in support of the
Application. The P&Z Commission made the correct decision based on the evidence after careful
and thoughtful consideration. The approval should stand.
The Appellant’s grounds for the appeal are addressed in order they were raised by
Appellant:
1. The P&Z Commission Acted Within Its Authority in Modifying the Requirements to
Obtain ATF Approval for the Shooting Range and Requiring the Shooting Backstops
Meet National Rifle Association (NRA) Backstop Requirements for Outdoor Ranges
As a condition of approval of the shooting range, the P&Z Commission determined the
proposed use met all applicable requirements in the ADO for an outdoor shooting range – and
explained why certain requirements in the ADO were not applicable. First, although the ADO
states that a property owner seeking to use property for an outdoor shooting range should obtain
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ATF approval – the P&Z Commission correctly waived that requirement because ATF does not
provide such approval. Second, the P&Z Commission conditioned approval of the outdoor
shooting range on the Applicant designing the target backstops to comply with the NRA
Sourcebook requirements for outdoor ranges. Both modifications of the requirements in the ADO
are logical and legally permitted.
Section 4.4 of the ADO governs land uses and identifies when a conditional use permit is
required:

Pursuant to the ADO, if the proposed use of the property does not meet the standards contained
in the ADO, a conditional use permit is required.
The P&Z Commission can impose conditions on the use of property when the proposed
use does not meet all of the standards and requirements of the ADO, so long as the P&Z
Commission makes the required findings of facts and conclusions of law spelled out in the ADO
(Section7-4-3). Likewise, the Idaho Code expressly permits municipalities and political
subdivisions to waive any standards in a zoning ordinance by granting a conditional use permit.
See Idaho Code § 67-6512(f) (“In addition to other processes permitted by this chapter,
exceptions or waivers of standards, other than use, inclusive of the subject matter addressed by
section 67-6516, Idaho Code, in a zoning ordinance may be permitted through issuance of a
special use permit or by administrative process specified by ordinance….”).
Appellant incorrectly states that the P&Z Commission did not have the authority to waive
the requirements in the ADO concerning (1) obtaining written approval from the Federal Bureau
of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms (ATF) and (2) requiring outdoor shooting ranges to have
shooting backstops that conform to the NRA Range Sourcebook requirements for indoor ranges.
First, the P&Z Commission recognized that the ATF does not provide written approvals for
outdoor shooting ranges. Since the ATF does not provide such approval, the P&Z Commission
rightfully, and within its power, waived that requirement. Second, the P&Z Commission has the
authority to waive or modify land use standards through the issuance of a conditional use permit,
such as waiving or modifying the ADO’s requirement that outdoor shooting range backstops meet
the NRA Range Sourcebook requirements for indoor ranges (which was likely an error in the ADO
requirements). The P&Z Commission conditioned approval of the Application on the Applicant
designing the backstops to meet the NRA Sourcebook requirements for outdoor ranges, which is
logical since the proposed range is outdoors. These determinations by the P&Z Commission
should be affirmed.
2. The P&Z Commission Correctly Determined the Use of the Property as an Outdoor
Shooting Range would be Harmonious With the Existing or Intended Character of the
Vicinity
The evidence in the record established that the Subject Property was located in a nonresidential area (with the nearest residence being 1.7 miles away) and in an area that is currently
used by members of the public for recreational use, including recreational shooting (with and
without permission from the landowners). The public testimony established that the adjacent
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landowners use their property for recreational shooting. The P&Z Commission did not err in
finding the evidence supported a finding that the use of the subject property for a shooting range
would not change the character of the area. The Subject Property was identified as a location for
a shooting range in the approved development plans for the Avimor community. The Subject
Property will be located on Pearl Road. Another shooting range (in Gem County) is also located on
Pearl Road.
The use of the Property as a shooting range with the site-specific conditions of approval
related to the design and operation of the range will be harmonious with the existing and future
uses of the area. The P&Z Commission imposed sound mitigation requirements, fire mitigation
requirements, road maintenance requirements, limitations on hours of operation, and
conditioned opening of the range for use on the installation of shooting shelters with overhead
baffles to prevent errant bullets. With these conditions imposed, the P&Z Commission correctly
determined that the use of the property as a shooting range will be harmonious with the existing
and intended character of the general vicinity. The P&Z Commission’s finding that the
conditioned use will be harmonious with the existing and future use of the vicinity is supported
by the record and should not be overturned.
3. The P&Z Commission Correctly Determined that the Shooting Range will not be
Hazardous or Disturbing to Existing or Future Neighboring Uses
The most contentious issue during the public hearing on the Application was the noise
that will be generated by the use of the property as a shooting range. To balance the property
rights of the Applicant with the rights of the surrounding property owners (at least with respect
to noise generation), the P&Z Commission conditioned approval of the Application and use of the
property as a shooting range on compliance with Idaho Code § 67-9102, which governs noise
standards for state owned and operated outdoor shooting ranges. The statute requires that a
sound test be performed to demonstrate the sound mitigation techniques employed by the
shooting range result in noise levels not exceeding “an Leq(h) of sixty-four (64) dBA... [measured]
twenty (20) feet from the nearest existing occupied residence, school, hotel, motel, hospital or
church…taken during the noisiest hour of peak use during the operation of the range.” Idaho
Code § 67-9102 (emphasis added).
The Appellant complains that the Applicant did not demonstrate actual compliance with
the noise limitations imposed by § 67-9102. However, in light of the fact that the measurements
are to be taken during the noisiest hour of peak use during the operation of the range, until the
range is constructed and the noise mitigation techniques are employed, the Applicant cannot
conduct any meaningful sound tests. Until the shooting range noise barriers are installed,
common sense dictates there can be no testing to determine whether or not the Applicant has
met the required condition of approval. In the future, if the condition of approval concerning
noise mitigation and sound standards are not met, the conditional use permit is subject to
revocation. Appellants’ argument that the Applicant has not met the condition of approval
concerning complying with the noise standards in I.C. § 67-9102 is premature. In order to
maintain the conditional use permit, the Applicant will need to demonstrate the shooting range
(once constructed and operational) meets the sound decibel limitations in I.C. § 67-9102. The P&Z
Commission did not err in conditioning approval of the shooting range on future compliance with
Idaho Code § 67-9102 and future testing.
The P&Z Commission also considered the impact of the use of the property as a shooting
range on the wildlife and wildlife habitat. The Idaho Department of Fish and Game (IDFG)
commented extensively on the proposed use and did not object to the use of the property as a
shooting range, but did offer guidance on how the impact on wildlife and habitats could be
mitigated. See Exhibit 93. The P&Z Commission adopted all the recommendations suggested by
IDFG and imposed additional conditions related to environmental concerns raised. To account for
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any potential impact of the shooting range on livestock and wildlife, the P&Z Commission
imposed conditions that require the Applicant to:
1. Apply for a construction general permit from IDEQ and produce a Storm Water
Pollution Prevent Plan (SWPPP).
2. Use best management practices to minimize stream bank erosion, sedimentation,
unintended runoff, and destruction of riparian habitat.
3. Work with the Avimor Conservation Director to conduct restoration efforts and
identify potential species that may be present and come up with specific
mitigation plans for those species as appropriate.
4. Submit a full plan of operations to the Planning and Zoning Department.
5. Maintain a fire break in accordance with the recommendations of the Eagle Fire
Department.
6. Construct a wildlife friendly livestock fence around the range.
These conditions of approval demonstrate the P&Z Commission carefully considered the
impact of the shooting range on wildlife and livestock. The conditions of approval are appropriate
and accepted by the Applicant. The P&Z Commission’s determination that the use of the property
as a shooting range (with the conditions imposed) will not be hazardous or disturbing to existing
or future uses was correct, supported by the record, and should be affirmed.
4. The P&Z Commission Imposed Specific Conditions of Approval Recommended by the
Eagle Fire Department
The record supports the P&Z Commission’s finding that the shooting range will be
adequately served by public facilities, including fire and police services. The Eagle Fire
Department is the public agency tasked with commenting on the fire safety of the proposed
shooting range – and does not object to the range. The Fire Department has no objections to the
issuance of the conditional use permit without on-site water delivery. The Applicant prepared the
Crowfoot Range Inc. Wildland/Urban Interface Fire Protection Plan – and provided it to the Eagle
Fire Department for review and comment prior to the submission of the Application. See Exhibits.
1e & 101. The Eagle Fire Department provided comments on the fire protection plan and
suggested conditions of approval. The Applicant has agreed to each condition of approval
requested by the Eagle Fire Department – and these conditions have been included as conditions
of approval by the P&Z Commission.
The Applicant has also committed to working with the Eagle Fire Department to provide
opportunities to conduct training exercises at the site to allow the Eagle Fire Department to
construct fire breaks around portions of the site as part of annual firefighter training exercises. As
a condition of approval, the Applicant will have to construct and maintain a fire break
surrounding the range as recommended by the Eagle Fire Department. The shooting range lanes
and parking areas will be vegetation free, with any combustible vegetation removed. The
Applicant will continue to work with the fire department on fire safety mitigation and supports
the recently approved development plan for Avimor, and the commitment that a new fire station
will be built in the Avimor Subdivision when the Eagle Fire Department determines it is necessary.
The Applicant has agreed to upgrade the access road as requested by the Eagle Fire
Department for turnouts, spot graveling, and conducted an independent geotechnical evaluation
of the road as requested by the Fire Department. The Applicant requests the Commissioners
defer to the expertise of the Eagle Fire Department with respect to fire prevention and mitigation
requirements. All requirements of the Fire Department’s approval will be completed before
opening the shooting range – as required by the P&Z Commission’s approval.
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Finally, the site has excellent cell service with a tower located nearby and another planned
to be constructed soon. The users of the shooting range will have means to contact fire or
ambulance services from the site. There be an agreement in place for the provision of emergency
medical services within the Avimor Planned Community, as required by the P&Z Commission as a
condition of approval.
The Appellant argues that the P&Z Commission should have imposed a requirement for
on-site water. The Eagle Fire Department acknowledged the lack of water on-site and still did not
object to the proposed use. The Applicant has included in the Crowfoot Range Inc.
Wildland/Urban Interface Fire Protection Plan a commitment to continue evaluating the potential
for a low-volume water well to supply an open stock tank. However, to date a well is not feasible
due to the depth of the water table on the property. The subject property does not have any
water rights. However, the lack of on-site water sources is not a reason to deny the Application.
The range will be vegetation free, no steel targets will be permitted except on the long range
land, and the fire breaks will prevent the spread of any fires on the site. It was the use of a .223
caliber tracer bullet that caused the 1996 foothills fire mentioned many times by the Appellant
during the public hearing and in the appeal letter. Tracer bullets will not be permitted – and are
not permitted as a condition of approval imposed by the P&Z Commission. Although not included
as a condition of approval, the range will be constructed so that rocks and boulders or other
items that could cause a ricochet or spark will be removed up to a depth of 18-24 inches from the
shooting lane backstops.
The P&Z Commission’s determination that the proposed use will be adequately served by
fire protection services is correct and based on careful consideration of the evidence in the
record. It should not be overturned.
The record also supports the P&Z Commission’s finding that the shooting range will not
require additional costs for policing. The Applicant is required to have an agreement in place for
the provision of emergency services. The P&Z Commission also considered the impact on the
Boise County Sheriff and Eagle Fire Department and noted that neither agency objected to the
proposed use. Finally, prior to operation of the range and as a condition of approval, the
Applicant will provide Boise County with a plan of operations for the daily operation of the
shooting range. Until that plan of operations is submitted, the range will not be able to operate.
The P&Z Commission’s finding that, with the conditions of approval imposed, the use of
the property as a shooting range will be adequately served by essential public facilities and will
not create excessive additional requirements at public costs is supported by the evidence in the
record. Applicant requests the Commissioners not disturb those findings.
5. The Record Contains No Evidence to Support a Claim that the Shooting Range Will
Reduce Property Values of Surrounding Property
The proposed shooting range is 1.7 miles from the nearest residence and in the location
that was approved with the approval of the Avimor Planned Community by the Commissioners.
The surrounding area is currently used on a regular basis for recreational shooting. There is no
evidence to support a finding that the proposed shooting range will reduce property values of the
adjacent properties. Based on a review of the historical increase in property values of the
properties adjacent to the Garden Valley range in comparison to the increase in values of the
properties adjacent to the proposed Crowfoot Range, the evidence demonstrates that, in this
rural setting, a shooting range has no impact on property values. I have attached these historical
records for inclusion in the record (as permitted by Section 2.10.B.3 of the Amended Unified Land
Use Development Ordinance #2016-01, which governs appeals of conditional use permit
approvals). The properties adjacent to the Garden Valley range have increased in value over time
at the same rate as the properties adjacent to the location of the proposed Crowfoot range.
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The P&Z Commissioners did not ignore the arguments concerning the potential impact on
adjacent property (and property values). The conditions of approval were all imposed to alleviate
any potential impact on surrounding property. The noise mitigation, fire mitigation, livestock
impact mitigation, and range design requirements were all imposed in order for the P&Z
Commission to be able to approve the Application and find that the proposed shooting range will
not be detrimental to any persons or property. Finding #7. The supplemental information
concerning property value increases for property adjacent to the Garden Valley Range
demonstrates that the P&Z Commission’s finding on this point was correct.
6. The P&Z Commission did not Err in Not Requiring a Use Specific Traffic Study
The ADO does not require a traffic study in order to approve a conditional use permit. The
Application was provided to the Idaho Transportation Department (ITD) for review and comment.
But, no response was received, which indicates that, as a matter of law, ITD does not have any
objections to the proposed use. The Eagle Fire Department requested conditions of approval that
required improvements to Pearl Road to provide adequate fire apparatus access – which the P&Z
Commission imposed as a condition of approval. While the property could support a parking area
that could accommodate 115 vehicles, the Applicant agreed to reduce the parking spaces to 70
spaces and install 40-50 shooting lanes (depending on final design). The parking area will be
gravel and road mix, but will not be striped. Appellants’ contention that the range will generate
up to 1380 daily vehicle trips has no support in the record. The Applicant anticipates average daily
trips to the shooting range will be approximately 10-20 trips per day at the most, at least initially.
This will have little to no impact on the traffic capacity of Pearl Road or to Highway 55. The P&Z
Commission was not required to demand a traffic study and in light of ITD’s non-objection and
the conditions of approval imposed, the P&Z Commission did not commit any errors in approving
the conditional use permit and finding that the range will not create an interference with traffic
on surrounding thoroughfares. This finding should not be disturbed.
7. The Orientation of the Shooting Lanes Does Not Create a Safety Hazard
Appellant complains that the shooting lanes are oriented towards Highway 55 and create
a safety hazard. Appellant ignores the evidence in the record. The Applicant carefully considered
the issue of highway safety from over-shots and included multiple safeguards to
prevent/eliminate hazards to the highway. First, all bays shoot on near level sightlines into bare
soil backstops at the bases of large hills 120-130 feet high. In addition, and following current NRA
recommendations, all the firing line shelters include low rooflines with metal built into the
overhangs to prevent errant over-shots leaving the shooting range. The long range-shooting lane
will have this safety measure as well as a bullet resistant elevated range baffle to prevent any
over shots above the specific target location on the distant hillside. Appellant’s contention that a
bullet could travel to and above Highway 55 ignores the evidence. The P&Z Commission correctly
determined that as designed the shooting range will not be a safety hazard.
8. The Lack Of Power and Permanent Restrooms
The P&Z Commission did not commit any error by not requiring power on-site or
permanent restroom facilities.
Crowfoot Shooting Range, like many private ranges in Idaho, will not have power on site.
There is no requirement for on-site electricity and the lack of power will not be detrimental to the
safe operation of the range.
The Applicant proposed using portable restrooms to accommodate the bathroom needs
of persons using the shooting range. There is no requirement that shooting ranges or other
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recreational facilities install permanent restrooms. The application was provided to Central
District Health (CDH), which did not object to the application and specifically commented that,
“Application states commercial portable chemical toilets will be provided. [T]his is acceptable to
CDH.” (Exhibit 6). Considering the CDH comment that portable chemical toilets are a viable and
acceptable way to provide bathroom facilities, the P&Z Commission did not commit any error by
not requiring permanent bathroom facilities – which are neither required by any Boise County
Code provisions nor recommended by CDH. CDH is the authority on this matter and has no
objections to the use of portable toilet facilities. The P&Z Commission was correct in relying on
the CDH on this matter.
Conclusion: The P&Z Commission Should Be Upheld
The standards for review and approval of a conditional use permit are set forth in Chapter
7 of the Avimor Ordinance. The P&Z Commission’s Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law
addresses each of the standards. The P&Z Commissioners conducted a thorough analysis of each
criterion for the to approval or denial of the conditional use permit for the Crowfoot Shooting
Range. The Applicant accepted all conditions of approval.
The Appellant is unnamed and as a result cannot demonstrate it is a person aggrieved by
the P&Z Commission’s approval of the conditional use permit. However, even if that fatal point is
ignored, the Appellant failed to identify how the P&Z Commission made a mistake in granting the
conditional use permit. The Applicant, Crowfoot Range, Inc., requests the Commissioner’s affirm
the issuance of the conditional use permit and the P&Z Commission’s Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, Conditions of Approval, and Order dated April 21, 2022.
Sincerely,

Matthew Parks
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